Intergrove Information Sheet

About the cabin:

- Enclosed heated shelter with fireplace
- Seating capacity: 60
- Parking: approx. 30 Cars
- Electricity
- Latrine facilities nearby
- 2 large outdoor grills
- Refrigerator
- Fire ring
- 9 round tables and 1 serving counter
- Water (available May-October, weather permitting)

Rules for staying:

1. Parking: Parking is only permitted in the designated areas. Parking is not allowed on the grass, roadsides or along parkways.
2. Firewood: the fireplace is the only source of heat in the winter season. Cleveland Metroparks regularly supplies split firewood to the facility however, firewood is not guaranteed. Groups must provide their own newspaper and start the fire themselves. Firewood is not to be removed from the facility. NO FIREWOOD MAY BE TRANSPORTED INTO CLEVELAND METROPARKS UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES.
3. Water: The water will be shut of from approximately November 1 to May 1 to avoid freezing. During the winter months you will need to provide all of your own water.
4. Electricity: Please be aware that overloading outlets with too many items can result in a blown fuse.
5. Music: low volume sound or music is permitted within the facility. Music must not interfere or disturb other park visitors.
6. Decorations: Nothing is to be nailed or stapled to any areas of the facility, including tables, trees or park signs. Freestanding signs and taped/tied decorations are permitted and must be removed prior to departure.

Contact a Ranger:

Emergency Number (for accidents, park violations or user conflicts)

440-333-4911

Non Emergency Number:

440-331-5530